Elementary Particles and Forces
A coherent view of the fundamental constituents of matter and the forces
governing them has emerged. It embraces disparate theories, but they
may soon be united in one comprehensive description of natural events
by Chris Quigg

he notion that a fundamental
simplicity lies below the ob
served diversity of the universe
has carried physics far. Historically
the list of particles and forces consid
ered to be elementary has changed
continually as closer scrutiny of mat
ter and its interactions revealed micro
cosms within microcosms: atoms with
in molecules, nuclei and electrons
with i,n atoms, and successively deeper
levels of structure within the nucleus.
Over the past decade, however, experi
mental results and the convergence of
theoretical ideas have brought new co
herence to the subject of particle phys
ics, raising hopes that an enduring un
derstanding of the laws of nature is
within reach.
Higher accelerator energies have
made it possible to collide particles
with greater violence, revealing the
subatomic realm in correspond ingly
finer detail; the l imit of experimental
resolution now stands at about 1 0 - 16
centimeter, about a thousandth the
d iameter of a proton. A decade ago
physics recognized hundreds of appar
ently elementary particles; at today's
resolution that d iversity has been
shown to represent combinations of a
much smaller number of fundamental
entities. Meanwhile the forces through
which these constituents interact have
begun to display underlying similari
ties. A deep connection between two
of the forces, electromagnetism and
the weak force that is familiar in nu
clear decay, has been established, and
prospects are good for a description
of fundamental forces that also en
compasses the strong force that b inds
atomic nuClei.
Of the particles that now appear to
be structureless and indivisible, and
therefore fundamental, those that are
not affected by the strong force are
known as leptons. Six d istinct types,
fancifully called flavors, of lepton
have been identified. Three of the lep
tons, the electron, the muon and the
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tau, carry an identical electric charge
of - 1 ; they d iffer, however, in mass.
The electron is the lightest and the tau
the heaviest of the three. The other
three, the neutrinos, are, as their name
suggests, electrically neutral. Two of
them, the electron neutrino and the
muon neutrino, have been shown to be
nearly massless. In spite of their varied
masses all six leptons carry precise
ly the same amount of spin angular
momentum. They are designated spin1 !2 because each particle can spin in
one of two directions. A lepton is said
to be right-handed if the curled fingers
of a right hand indicate its rotation
when the thumb points in its d irection
of travel and left-handed when the fin
gers and thumb of the left hand indi
cate its spin and d irection.
For each lepton there is a corre
sponding anti lepton, a variety of anti
particle. Antiparticles have the same
mass and spin as their respective parti
cles but carry opposite values for other
properties, such as electric charge. The
antileptons, for example, include the
antielectron, or positron, the antimuon
and the antitau, all of which are posi
tively charged, and three electrically
neutral antineutrinos.
In their interactions the leptons seem
to observe boundaries that define three
families, each composed of a charged
lepton and its neutrino. The families
are distinguished mathematically by
lepton numbers; for example, the elec
tron and the electron neutrino are as
signed electron number 1, muon num
ber 0 and tau number O. Antileptons
are assigned lepton numbers of the op
posite sign. Although some of the lep
tons decay into other leptons, the to
tal lepton number of the decay prod
ucts is equal to that of the original
particle; consequently the family lines
are preserved.
The muon, for example, is unstable.
It decays after a mean lifetime of 2.2
microseconds into an electron, an elec
tron antineutrino and a mUOll neutri© 1985 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC

no through a process med iated by the
weak force. Total lepton number is
unaltered in the transformation. The
muon number of the muon neutrino is
1, the electron number of the electron
is 1 and that of the electron antineu
trino is - 1. The electron numbers
cancel, leaving the initial muon num
ber of 1 unchanged. Lepton number is
also conserved in the decay of the tau,
which endures for a mean lifetime of
3 X 1 0- 13 second.
The electron, however, is absolutely
stable. Electric charge must be con
served in all interactions, and there is
no less massive charged particle into
which an electron could decay. The
decay of neutrinos has not been ob
served. Because neutrinos are the less
massive members of their respective
families, their decay would necessarily
cross family lines.
Where are leptons observed? The
electron is familiar as the carrier of
electric charge in metals and semicon
ductors. Electron antineutrinos are
emitted in the beta decay of neutrons
into protons. Nuclear reactors, which
produce large numbers of unstable
free neutrons, are abundant sources of
antineutrinos. The remaining species
of lepton are prod uced mainly in high
energy collisions of subnuclear parti
cles, which occur naturally as cosmic
rays interact with the atmosphere and
under controlled conditions in parti
cle accelerators. Only the tau neutrino
has not been observed d irectly, but
the ind irect evidence for its existence
is convincing.

Quarks
Subnuclear particles that experience
the strong force make up the second
great class of particles stud ied in the
laboratory. These are the hadrons;
among them are the protons, the neu
trons and the mesons. A host of oth
er less familiar hadrons exist only
ephemerally as the products of high-

DEBRIS of a hypothetical high-energy col
lision between two protons is depicted in
computer simulations made in accordance
with the known and conjectured behavior
of elementary particles. James Freeman of
the Collider Detector Group at the Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermi
lab) devised the simulation program using
the ISAJET model devised by Frank E. Paige,
Jr., of the Brookhaven National Laboratory.
The collision, possible outcomes of which
are shown, takes' place at an energy of
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TeV (trillion electron volts), far greater than
can be reached in today's accelerators. The
enormous energy is assumed to give rise to
a Higgs boson, a massive particle that plays
a crucial role in theory but has not been ob
served. The Higgs boson promptly decays
into two Wbosons, also short-lived and mas
sive, which then decay by several routes.
Some of the particles whose tracks are plot
ted are the products of the Wbosons' decay;
others emerged from the breakup of the in
cident protons. The electrons, muons and
neutrinos are elementary particles; the bar
yons, pions and kaons are composites of fun
damental constituents, and the photons are
quanta of energy. A magnetic field is simu
lated, causing paths of charged particles to
curve, whereas neutral ones are not affected.
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energy collisions, from which extreme
ly massive and very unstable particles
can materialize. Hundreds of species
of hadron have been catalogued, vary
ing in mass, spin, charge and other
properties.
Hadrons are not elementary parti
cles, however, since they have internal
structure. In 1 964 Murray Gell- Mann
of the California Institute of Technol
ogy and George Zweig, then working
at CERN, the European laboratory for
particle physics in Geneva, indepen
dently attempted to account for the
bewildering variety of hadrons by sug
gesting they are composite particles,
each a different combination of a small
number of fundamental constituents.
Gell- Mann called them quarks. Stud
ies at the Stanford Linear Accelera
tor Center (SLAC) in the late 1 960's in
which high-energy electrons were fired
at protons and neutrons bolstered the
hypothesis. The distribution in energy
and angle of the scattered electrons in
dicated that some were colliding with
pointlike, electrically charged objects
within the protons and neutrons.

and of a u quark and two d quarks, for
a total charge of O.
Like leptons, the quarks experience
weak interactions that change one spe
cies, or flavor, into another. For exam
ple, in the beta decay of a neutron into
a proton one of the neutron's d quarks
metamorphoses into a u quark, emit
ting an electron and an antineutrino in
the process. Similar transformations
of c quarks into squarks have been
observed. The pattern of decays sug
gests two family groupings, one of
them thought to contain the u and the
d quarks and the second the c and the
squarks. In apparent contrast to the
behavior of leptons, some quark de
cays do cross family lines, however;
transformations of u quarks into s
quarks and of c quarks into d quarks
have been observed. It is the similari
ty of the two known quark families to
the families of leptons that first sug
gested the existence of a t quark, to
serve as the partner of the bquark in a
third family.
In contrast to the leptons, free
quarks have never been observed. Yet

Particle physics now attributes all
known hadron species to com binations
of these fundamental entities. Five
kinds, also termed flavors, of quark
have been identified-the up (u), down
(d), charm (c), strange (s) and bottom
(b) quarks-and a sixth flavor, the top
(t) quark, is believed to exist. Like the
leptons, quarks have half a unit of
spin and can therefore exist in left
and right-handed states. They also car
ry electric charge equal to a precise
fraction of an electron's charge: the
d, sand bquarks have a charge of
- 1 ! 3 , and the u, c and the conjectured
t quark have a charge of +213. The
correspond ing antiquar ks ha ve electric
charges of the same magnitude but op
posite sign.
Such fractional charges are never
observed in hadrons, because quarks
form combinations in which the sum
of their charges is integral. Mesons, for
example, consist of a quark and an an
tiquark, whose charges add up to - 1,
o or + 1. Protons and neutrons con
sist respectively of two u quarks and
a d quark, for a total charge of + 1 ,
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FUNDAMENTAL SCHEME OF NATURE, according to current
theory, embraces 12 elementary particles

(top) and four forces (bot

tom). All the particles listed are thought to be structureless and in
divisible; among their properties are an identical amollnt of spin,
given by convention as 112, and differing values of electric charge,
color charge and mass, given as energy in millions of electron volts
(MeV) divided by the square of the speed of light (c). Only the pairs
of leptons and quarks at the top of each column are found in ordi-
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GLUONS

nary matter; the other particles are observed briefly in the aftermath
of high-energy collisions. The four forces thought to govern matter

vary in range and strength; although the strong force is the most
powerful, it acts only over a distance of less than 10-13 centimeter,
the diameter of a proton. All the forces are conveyed by force parti
cles, whose masses are given in billions of electron volts (GeV) di
vided by the square of the speed of light. Because of its weakness,
gravity has not been studied experimentally by particle physicists.
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circumstantial evidence for their exis
tence has mounted steadily. One indi
cation of the soundness of the quark
model is its success in predicting the
outcome of high-energy collisions of
an electron and a positron. Because
they represent matter and antimatter,
the two particles annihilate each other,
releasing energy in the form of a pho
ton. The quark model predicts that the
energy of the photon can materialize
into a quark and an antiquark. Because
the colliding electron-positron pair
had a net momentum of 0, the quark
antiquark pair must diverge in oppo
site directions at equal velocities so
that their net momentum is also O. The
quarks themselves go unobserved be
cause their energy is converted into ad
ditional quarks and antiquarks, which
materialize and combine with the orig
inal pair, giving rise to two jets of had
rons (most of them pions, a species of
meson). Such jets are indeed observed,
and their focused nature confirms that
the hadrons did not arise directly from
the collision but from single, indivis
ible particles whose trajectories the
jets preserve.
The case for the reality of quarks is
also supported by the variety of energy
levels, or masses, at which certain spe
cies of hadron, notably the psi and the
upsilon particles, can be observed in
accelerator experiments. Such energy
spectra appear analogous to atomic
spectra : they seem to represent the
quantum states of a bound system of
two smaller components. Each of its
quantum states would represent a dif
ferent degree of excitation and a dif
ferent combination of the components'
spins and orbital motion. To most
physicists the conclusion that such
particles are made up of quarks is ir
resistible. The psi particle is held to
consist of a c quark and its antiquark,
and the upsilon particle is believed to
comprise a b quark and its antiquark.
What rules govern the combinations
of quarks that form hadrons? Mesons
are composed of a quark and an anti
quark. Because each quark has a spin
of 1 / 2, the net spin of a meson is 0 if its
constituents spin in opposite directions
and I if they spin in the same direction,
although in their excited states mesons
may have larger values of spin owing
to the quarks' orbital motion. The oth
er class of hadrons, the baryons, con
sist of three quarks each. Summing the
constituent quarks' possible spins and
directions yields two possible values
for the spin of the least energetic bary
ons: 1 / 2 and 3 / 2 . No other combina
tions of quarks have been observed;
hadrons that consist of two or four
quarks seem to be ruled out.
The reason is linked with the answer

EVIDENCE OF QUARKS, two narrow jets of particles emerge
from the collision and mntnal annihilation of an electron and an
antielectron, or positron. The annihilation releases energy, which
gives rise to matter. The detected particles have a variety of masses
and spins; some are neutral (brokell lilies) and some electrically

(solid lilies). If the particles arose directly from the annihila
tion, they wonld be expected to follow widely divergent paths. The
focused character of the jets snggests instead that each jet developed
from a single precnrsor: a qnark or an antiquark. They are the im
mediate prodncts of the photon of electromagnetic energy released

charged

ELECTRON

/

POSITRON

in the collision, which is diagrammed at the left nsing arrows to rep
resent the relative motion of the particles. The event shown was
recorded in the JADE detector of the PETRA accelerator at the Deut
sches Elektronen-Synchrotron ( DESY ) in Hamburg. The paths of

the particles were reconstrncted by computer from ionization tracks
and from the pattern of energy (color) deposited as the particles
struck the inner layer of the 2.4-meter-long cylindrical detector.

to another puzzle. According to the
exclusion principle of Wolfgang Pauli,
no two particles occupying a minute
region of space and possessing half
integral spins can have the same quan-
tum number-the same values of mo
mentum, charge and spin. The Pauli
exclusion principle accounts elegantly
for the configurations of electrons that
determine an element's place in the pe
riodic ta ble. We should expect it to be
a reliable guide to the panoply of had
rons as well. The principle would seem
to suggest, however, that exotic had
rons such as the delta plus plus and the
omega minus particles, which materi
alize briefly following high-energy col ..
lisions, cannot exist. They consist re-

spectively of three u and three s quarks
and possess a spin of 3 / 2 ; all three
quarks in each of the hadrons must be
identical in spin as well as in other
properties and hence must occupy the
same quantum state.

Colors
To explain such observed combi
nations it is necessary to suppose the
three otherwise identical quarks are
distinguished by another trait: a new
kind of charge, whimsically termed
color, on which the strong force acts.
Each flavor of quark can carry one
of three kinds of color charge: red,
green or blue. To a red quark there
87
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corresponds an antiquark with a col
or charge of antired (which may be
thought of as cyan); other antiquarks
bear charges of antigreen (magenta)
and antiblue (yellow).
The analogy between this new kind
of charge and color makes it possible
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to specify the rules under which quarks and of a red, a green and a blue quark,
combine. Hadrons do not exhibit a col . yield ing the baryons.
Colored states are never seen in iso
or charge; the sum of the component
quarks' colors must be white, or color lation. This concealment is consistent
neutral. Therefore the only allowable with the fact that free quarks, bearing a
combinations are those of a quark and single color charge, have never been
its antiquark, giving rise to mesons, observed. The activity of the strong
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VARIETY OF MASSES at which two-quark systems known as
the psi

tion of the quarks' spins and orbital angular momentum. Differ

(left) and the upsilon (right) particles are observed reveal the
energy states each can adopt. The psi particle consists of a c quark

quantum levels of excitation. The resemblance of the spectra to the

and its antiquark, bound by the color force; the upsilon particle is a

spectra of atoms indicates that particles such as the psi and the upsi

similar combination of a

b quark and its antiquark. Each column

ent masses or, equivalently, energy levels within a column represent

lon are also bound systems of smaller constituents. Such spectra of

within a spectrum of masses corresponds to a different combina-

fer insight into the behavior of the color force at short distances.

SCREENING AND CAMOUFLAGE EFFECTS modify the be

thereby surrounding itself with a screen that acts to reduce its ef

havior of fundamental forces over distance. The left panel shows

fective charge at increasing distances. An effect called camouflage

an electron in a vacuum; it is surrounded by short-lived pairs of

counteracts screening, however. A quark continuously radiates and

virtual electrons and positrons, which in quantum theory populate

reabsorbs gluons that carry its color charge to considerable distan

the vacuum. The electron attracts the virtual positrons and repels

ces and change its color, in this case from blue to green

the virtual electrons, thereby screening itself in positive charge. The

charge's full magnitude can be felt only outside the space it occu

(right). A

farther from the electron a real charge is, the thicker the interven

pies. Therefore camouflage acts to increase the force felt by an ac

ing screen of virtual positive charges is and the smaller the electron's

tual quark as it moves away from the first quark, toward the edge

effective charge will be. The color force is subject to the same screen

of the color-charged region. The net result of screening and cam

ing effect

(center). Virtual color charges (mostly quark-antiquark

ouflage is that at close range the strong interaction, which is based

pairs) fill the vacuum; a colored quark attracts contrasting colors,

on the color <;harge, is weaker, whereas at longer ranges it is stronger.
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force between colored quarks must mathematical sense, arises when the
be extraord inarily powerful, perhaps solutions to a set of equations remain
powerful enough to confine quarks the same even though a characteristic
permanently within colorless, or color of the system they describe is altered.
neutral, hadrons. The description of If a mathematical theory remains valid
violent electron-positron collisions ac when a characteristic of the system is
cording to the quark model, however, changed by an identical amount at ev
assumes the quarks that give rise to the ery point in space, it can be said that
observed jets of hadrons d iverge freely the equations d isplay a global symme
during the first instant following the try with respect to that characteris
collision. The apparent independence tic. If the characteristic can be altered
of quarks at very short d istances is independently at every point in space
known as asymptotic freedom; it was and the theory is still valid, its equa
described in 1 973 by David J. Gross tions d isplay local symmetry with re
and Frank Wilczek of Princeton Uni spect to the characteristic.
Each of the four fundamental forces
versity and by H. David Politzer, then
at Harvard University.
is now thought to arise from the invari
Analogy yields an operational un ance of a law of nature, such as the
derstanding of this paradoxical state of conservation of charge or energy, un
affairs, in which quarks interact only der a local symmetry operation, in
weakly when they are close together which a certain parameter is altered
and yet cannot be separated. We may independently at every point in space.
think of a hadron as a bubble within An analogy with an ideal rubber d isk
which quarks are imprisoned. Within may help to visualize the effect of the
the bubble the quarks move freely, but mathematics. If the shape of the rub
they cannot escape from it. The bub ber d isk is likened to a natural princi
bles, of course, are only a metaphor for ple and the d isplacement of a point
the dynamical behavior of the force within the d isk is regarded as a local
between quarks, and a fuller explana symmetry operation, the d isk must
tion for what is known as quark con . keep its shape even as each point with
finement can come only from an exam
in it is d isplaced independently. The
ination of the forces through which d isplacements stretch the d isk and in
troduce forces between points. Simi
particles interact.
larly, in gauge theories the fundamen
tal forces are the inevitable conse
The Fundamental Interactions
quences of local symmetry operations;
Nature contrives enormous com they are req uired in order to preserve
plexity of structure and dynamics symmetry.
from the six leptons and six quarks
Of the three interactions studied in
now thought to be the fundamental the realm of elementary particles, only
constituents of matter. Four forces electromagnetism is the stuff of every
day experience, familiar in the form of
govern their relations: electromagnet
ism, gravity and the strong and weak sunlight, the spark of a static d ischarge
forces. In the larger world we experi and the gentle swing of a compass nee
ence d irectly, a force can be defined as dle. On the subatomic level it takes on
an agent that alters the velocity of a an unfamiliar aspect. According to rel
body by changing its speed or direc ativistic quantum theory, which l inks
tion. In the realm of elementary parti matter and energy, electromagnetic
interactions are mediated by pho
cles, where quantum mechanics and
relativity replace the Newtonian me tons: massless "force particles" that
chanics of the larger world, a more embody precise quantities of energy.
comprehensive notion of force is in or The quantum theory of electromag
der, and with it a more general term, netism, which describes the photon
interaction. An interaction can cause mediated interactions of electrically
changes of energy, momentum or kind charged particles, is known as quan
to occur among several collid ing parti tum electrodynamics (QED).
In common with other theories of
cles; an interaction can also affect a
particle in isolation, in a spontaneous the fundamental interactions, QED is
a gauge theory. In QED the electro
decay process.
Only gravity has not been stud ied at magnetic force can be derive<;l by re
quiring that the equations describing
the scale on which elementary parti
cles exist; its effects on such minute the motion of a charged particle re
masses are so small that they can safe main unchanged in the course of local
ly be ignored. Physicists have attempt symmetry operations. Specifically, if
ed with considerable success to predict the phase of the wave function by
the behavior of the other three interac which a charged particle is described
tions through mathematical descrip
in quantum theory is altered indepen
tions known as gauge theories.
dently at every point in space, QED
The notion of symmetry is central requires that the electromagnetic in
to gauge theories.; A symmetry, in the teraction and its med iating particle,
© 1985 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC

the photon, exist in order to maintain
symmetry.
QED is the most successful of physi
cal theories. Using calculation meth
ods developed in the 1940's by Rich
ard P. Feynman and others, it has
achieved predictions of enormous ac
curacy, such as the infinitesimal ef
fect of the photons radiated and ab
sorbed by an electron on the magnetic
moment generated by the electron's
innate spin. Moreover, QED's de
scriptions of the electromagnetic inter
action have been verified over an ex
traordinary range of d istances, vary
ing from less than 10-18 meter to more
than 1 08 meters.

Screening
In particular QED has explained the
effective weakening of the electromag
netic charge with d istance. The electric
charge carried by an object is a fixed
and definite quantity. When a charge
is surrounded by other freely moving
charges, however, its effects may be
mod ified. If an electron enters a medi
um composed of molecules that have
positively and negatively charged
ends, for example, it will polarize the
molecules. The electron will repel
their negative ends and attract their
positive ends, in effect screening itself
in positive charge. The result of the
polarization is to reduce the electron's
effective charge by an amount that in
creases with d istance. Only when the
electron is inspected at very close
range-on a submolecular scale, with
in the screen of positive charges-is its
full charge apparent.
Such a screening effect seemingly
should not arise in a vacuum, in which
there are no molecules to become po
larized. The uncertainty principle of
Werner Heisenberg suggests, however,
that the vacuum is not empty. Accord
ing to the principle, uncertainty about
the energy of a system increases as it
is examined on progressively shorter
time scales. Particles may violate the
law of the conservation of energy for
unobservably brief instants; in effect,
they may materialize from nothing
ness. In QED the vacuum is seen as a
complicated and seething medium in
which pairs of charged "virtual" parti
cles, particularly electrons and posi
trons, have a fleeting existence. These
ephemeral vacuum fluctuations are
polarizable just as are the molecules of
a gas or a liquid. Accordingly QED
predicts that in a vacuum too electric
charge will be screened and effectively
reduced at large d istances.
The strong interaction affecting
quarks that is based on the color
charge also varies with d istance, al
though in a contrary manner: instead
89

of weakening with d istance the color
charge appears to grow stronger. Only
at d istances of less than a bout 1 0-13
centimeter, the d iameter of a proton,
does it d iminish enough to allow mutu
ally bound quarks a degree of indepen
dence. Yet the explanation for this pe
culiar behavior is found in a theory
that is closely modeled on QED. It
is a theory called quantum chromody
namics (QCD), the gauge theory of the
strong interactions.
Like QED, QCD postulates force
particles, which med iate interactions.
Colored quarks interact through the
exchange of entities called gluons, just
as charged particles trade photons.
Whereas QED recognizes only one
kind of photon, however, QCD admits
eight kinds of gluon. In contrast to the
photons of QED, which do not alter
the charge of interacting particles, the
emission or absorption of a gluon can
change a quark's color; each of the
eight gluons med iates a d ifferent trans
formation. The mediating gluon is it
self colored, bearing both a color and
an anticolor.
The fact that the gluons are color
charged, in contrast to the electrically
neutral photons of QED, accounts for
the d iffering behaviors over d istance
of the electromagnetic and strong in
teractions. In QCD two competing
effects govern the effective charge:

screening, analogous to the screening
of QED, and a new effect known as
camouflage. The screening, or vacuum
polarization, resembles that in electro
magnetic interactions. The vacuum of
QCD is populated by pairs of virtual
quarks and antiquarks, winking into
and out of existence. If a quark is in
troduced into the vacuum, virtual par
ticles bearing contrasting color charges
will be attracted to the quark; those
bearing a like charge will be repelled.
Hence the quark's color charge will
be hidden within a cloud of unlike
colors, which serves to reduce the ef
fective charge of the quark at great
er d istances.
Camouflage
Within this polarized vacuum, how
ever, the quark itself continuously
emits and reabsorbs gluons, thereby
changing its color. The color-charged
gluons propagate to appreciable d is
tances. In effect they spread the color
charge throughout space, thus cam
ouflaging the quark that is the source
of the charge. The smaller an arbi
trary region of space centered on the
q uar k is, the smaller will be the pro
portion of the quark's color charge
contained in it. Thus the color charge
felt by a quark of another color will
d iminish as it approaches the first

quark. Only at a large d istance will
the full magnitude of the color charge
be apparent.
In QCD the behavior of the strong
force represents the net effect of
screening and camouflage. The equa
tions of QCD yield a behavior that is
consistent with the observed paradox
of quarks: they are both permanently
confined and asymptotically free. The
strong interaction is calculated to be
come extraord inarily strong at appre
ciable d istances, resulting in quark
confinement, but to weaken and free
quarks at very close range.
In the regime of short d istances that
is probed in high-energy collisions,
strong interactions are so enfeebled
that they can be descri bed using the
methods developed in the context of
QED for the much weaker electro
magnetic interaction. Hence some of
the same precision that characterizes
QED can be imparted to QCD. The
evolution of jets of hadrons from a
quark and an antiquark generated in
electron-positron anhthilation, for ex
ample, is a strong interaction. QCD
predicts that if the energy of the colli
sion is high enough, the quark and the
antiquark moving off in opposite d i
rections may generate not two but
three jets of hadrons. One of the parti
cles will radiate a gluon, moving in a
third direction. It will also evolve into

GLUON

�
QUARK

ANTIQUARK

ELECTRON

POSITRON

THREE-JET EVENT, re�orded in the JADE
detector, confirms the existence of the glu
on, the mediating particle of the color force.
An electron and a positron collided at high
energy, creating a quark and an antiquark,
as in the event shown on page

87. In this case
(abo I'e).

one of the quarks radiated a gluon

The quarks and the gluon diverged; each
promptly gave rise to a shower of particles,
which preserved the trajectory of the origi
nal entity

(left). The event reveals the asymp

totic freedom of quarks and gluons: their
ability to move independently within a very
small region in spite of the enormous strength
of the color force across larger distances.
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hadrons, giving rise to a third distinct
jet-a feature that indeed is common
'ly seen in high-energy collisions.
The three jets continue along paths
set by quarks and gluons moving with
in an extremely confined space, less
than 1 0 �13 centimeter. The quark-anti
quark pair cannot proceed as isolated
particles beyond that distance, the lim
it of asymptotic freedom. Yet the con
finement of quarks and of their inter
actions is not absolute. Although a
hadron as a whole is color-neutral,
its quarks do respond to the individual
color charges of quarks in neighboring
hadrons. The interaction, feeble com
pared with the color forces within had
rons, generates the binding force that
holds the protons and neutrons togeth
er in nuclei.
Moreover, it seems likely that when
hadronic matter is compressed and
heated to extreme temperatures, the
hadrons lose their individual identities.
The hadronic bubbles of the image
used above overlap and merge, pos
sibly freeing their constituent quarks
and gluons to migrate over great dis
tances. The resulting state of matter,
called quark-gluon plasma, may exist
in the cores of collapsing supernovas
and in neutron stars. Workers are now
studying the possibility of creating
quark-gluon plasma in the laboratory
through collisions of heavy nuclei at
very high energy [see "Hot Nucle
ar Matter," by Walter Greiner and
Horst Stocker; SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
January].
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ZO PARTICLE is visible on a computer-synthesized display from

the UAl detector of the Super Proton Synchrotron Collider at CER�, the European labora
tory for particle physics in Geneva, where the existence of the W+ and W- particles was
also established. The

zo, W+ and W- are the particles that transmit the weak force; their ex

istence was predicted by the unified theory of the weak and the electromagnetic interac
tions, and their discovery vindicated the theory. The tracks depicted within the detector
correspond to particles detected following the high-energy collision of a proton and an anti

Electroweak Symmetry
Understanding of the third interac
tion that elementary-particle physics
must reckon with, the weak interac
tion, also has advanced by analogy
with QED. In 1 9 3 3 Enrico Fermi
constructed the first mathematical
description of the weak interaction,
as manifested in beta radioactivity,
by direct analogy with QED. Subse
quent work revealed several impor
tant differences between the weak and
the electromagnetic interactions. The
weak force acts only over distances of
less than 1 0 -16 centimeter (in contrast
to the long range of electromagnet
ism), and it is intimately associated
with the spin of the interacting parti
cles. Only particles with a left-handed
spin are affected by weak interactions
in which electric charge is changed, as
in the beta decay of a neutron, whereas
right-handed ones are unaffected.
In spite of these distinctions theo
rists extended the analogy and pro
posed that the weak interaction, like
electromagnetism, is carried by a force
particle, which came to be known as

proton. The tracks displayed in white are those of an electron and a positron, the characteris
tic decay products of the

zo, which <l,isintegrated soon after it materialized in the collision.

the intermediate boson, also called the
W (for weak) particle. In order to
mediate decays in which charge is
changed, the W boson would need to
carry electric charge. The range of a
force is inversely proportional to the
mass of the particle that transmits it;
because the photon is massless, the
electromagnetic interaction can act
over. infinite distances. The very short
range of the weak force suggests an
extremely massive boson.
A number of apparent connections
between electromagnetism and the
weak interaction, including the fact
that the mediating particle of weak in
teractions is electrically charged, en
couraged some workers to propose a
synthesis. One immediate result of the
proposal that the two interactions are
only different manifestations of a sin
gle underlying phenomenon was an es
timate for the mass of the W boson.
The proposed unification implied that
at very short distances and therefore

at very high energies the weak force
is equal to the electromagnetic force.
Its apparent weakness in experiments
done at lower energies merely reflects
its short range. Therefore the whole of
the difference in the apparent strengths
of the two interactions must be due to
the mass of the W boson. Under that
assumption the Wboson's mass can be
estimated at about 1 0 0 times the mass
of the proton.
To advance from the notion of a
synthesis to a viable theory unifying
the weak and the electromagnetic in
teractions has required half a century
of experiments and theoretical insight,
culminating in the work for which
Sheldon Lee Glashow and Steven
Weinberg, then at Harvard University,
and Abdus Salam of the Imperial Col
lege of Science and Technology in
London and the International Center
for Theoretical Physics in Trieste won
the 1 9 7 9 Nobel prize in physics. Like
QED itself, the unified, or electro91
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weak, theory is a gauge theory derived
from a symmetry principle, one that is
manifested in the family groupings of
quarks and leptons.
Not one but three intermediate bos
ons, along with the photon, serve as
force particles in electroweak theory.
They are the positively charged W+
and negatively charged W- bosons,
which respectively mediate the ex
change of positive and negative charge
in weak interactions, and the ZO parti
cle, which mediates a class of weak in
teractions known as neutral current
processes. Neutral current processes
such as the elastic scattering of a neu
trino from a proton, a weak interac
tion in which no charge is exchanged,
were predicted by the electroweak the
ory and first observed at CERN in
1 9 7 3 . They represent a further point
of convergence between electromag
netism and the weak interaction in
that electromagnetic interactions do
not change the charge of participating
particles either.
To account for the fact that the elec
tromagnetic and weak interactions, al-
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NEUTRINO

though they are intimately related,
take different guises, the electroweak
theory holds that the symmetry uniting
them is apparent only at high energies.
At lower energies it is concealed. An
analogy can be drawn to the magnetic
behavior of iron. When iron is warm,
its molecules, which can be regarded
as a set of infinitesimal magnets, are
in hectic thermal motion and there
fore randomly oriented. Viewed in the
large the magnetic behavior of the iron
is the same from all directions, reflect
ing the rotational symmetry of the
laws of electromagnetism. When the
iron cools below a critical tempera
ture, however, its molecules line up in
an arbitrary direction, leaving the met
al magnetized along one axis. The
symmetry of the underlying laws is
now concealed.
The principal actor in the breaking
of the symmetry that unites electro
magnetism and the weak interaction at
high energies is a postulated particle
called the Higgs boson. It is through
interactions with the Higgs boson that
the symmetry-hiding masses of the in-
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KINSHIP OF ALL MATTER is implied by unified theories of the fundamentat forces;
one branch of a unified family of elementary particles is shown here. Particles that are
equivalent within a theory can metamorphose into one another. Because leptons, such as
the electron and the neutrino, respond to the electroweak force alone whereas quarks also
respond to the strong force, the two kinds of particle are not equivalent in current theory,
and transformations of one into the other have not been observed

(left). If the simplest uni

fied theories are correct and the fundamental forces are ultimately identical, then at some
very high energy quarks and leptons are interconvertible

(right). Known transformations

are mediated by force particles such as the Wbosons and the gluons; transitions between the
quark and lepton groups would be mediated by new force particles, here given as

u

X and Y.

POSITRON

QUARK

termediate bosons are generated. The
Higgs boson is also held to be responsi
ble for the fact that quarks and leptons
within the same family have differ
ent masses. At very high energies all
quarks and leptons are thought to be
massless; at lower energies interac
tions with the Higgs particle confer on
the quarks and leptons their varying
masses. Because the Higgs boson is
elusive and may be far more massive
than the intermediate bosons them
selves, experimental energies much
higher than those of current accelera
tors probably will be needed to pro
duce it.
The three intermediate bosons re
quired by the electroweak theory,
however, have been observed. Ener
gies high enough to produce such mas
sive particles are best obtained in
head-on collisions of protons and anti
protons. In one out of about five mil
lion collisions a quark from the proton
and an antiquark from the antiproton
fuse, yielding an intermediate boson.
The boson disintegrates less than 1 0-24
second after its formation. Its brief ex
istence, however, can be detected from
its decay products.
In a triumph of accelerator art, ex
perimental technique and theoretica I
reasoning, international teams at CERN
led by Carlo Rubbia of Harvard and
Pierre Darriulat· devised experiments
that in 1 9 8 3 detected the W bosons
and the ZO particle. An elaborate de
tector identified and recorded in the
debris of violent proton-antiproton
collisions single electrons whose tra
jectory matched the one expected in a
W- particle's decay; the detector also
recorded electrons and positrons trav
eling in precisely opposite directions,
unmistakable evidence of the ZO par
ticle. For their part in the experiments
and in the design and construction of
the proton-antiproton collider and the
detector Rubbia and Simon van der
Meer of CERN were awarded the 1 9 8 4
Nobel prize i n physics.

Unification
X
PROTON
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QUARK

dQUARK
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DECAY OF THE PROTON is a possible consequence of transformations of quarks into
leptons, a phenomenon unified theories would allow. The diagram shows one of several pro

X particle, which
d antiquark and a positron (a lepton). The d antiquark combines with
the remaining quark of the proton, a d quark, to form a neutral pion. Because pions are

posed decay routes. The proton's constituent II quarks combine to form an
disintegrates into a

composed of matter and antimatter, they are short-lived; the mutual annihilation of their
constituents will release energy in the form of two photons. The positron is also ephemeral:
an encounter with a stray electron, its antiparticle, will convert it into energy as well.
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With QCD and the electroweak the
ory in hand, what remains to be under
stood? If both theories are correct, can
they also be complete? Many observa
tions are explained only in part, if at
all, by the separate theories of the
strong and the electroweak interac
tions. Some of them seem to invite a
further unification of the strong, weak
and electromagnetic interactions.
Among the hints of deeper patterns
is the striking resemblance of quarks
and leptons. Particles in both groups
are structureless at current experimen
tal resolution. Quarks possess color

charges whereas leptons do not, but
both carry a half unit of spin and take
part in electromagnetic and weak in
teractions. Moreover, the electroweak
theory itself suggests a relation be
tween quarks and leptons. Unless each
of the three lepton families (the elec
tron and its neutrino, for example ) can
be linked with the corresponding fami
ly of quarks (the u and d quarks, in
their three colors ) the electroweak the
ory will be beset with mathematical
inconsistencies.
What is known about the fundamen
tal forces also points to a unification.
All three can be described by gauge
theories, which are similar in their
mathematical structure. Moreover,
the strengths of the three forces appear
likely to converge at very short dis
tances, a phenomenon that would be
apparent only at extremely large ener
gies. We have seen that the electro
magnetic charge grows strong at short
distances, whereas the strong, or col 
or, charge becomes increasingly fee
ble. Might all the interactions become
comparable at some gigantic energy?
If the interactions are fundamental
ly the same, the distinction between
quarks, which respond to the strong
force, and leptons, which do not, be
gins to dissolve. In the simplest exam
ple of a unified theory, put forward by
Glashow and Howard Georgi of Har
vard in 1 9 7 4, each matched set of
quarks and leptons gives rise to an ex
tended family containing all the vari
ous states of charge and spin of each
of the particles.
Th.e mathematical consistency of
the proposed organization of matter is
impressive. Moreover, regularities in
the scheme require that electric charge
be apportioned among elementary
particles in mUltiples of exactly 1 / 3 ,
thereby accounting for the electrical
neutrality of stable matter. The atom
is neutral only because when quarks
are grouped in threes, as they are in
the nucleus, their individual charges
combine to give a charge that is a
precise integer, equal and opposite to
the charge of an integral number of
electrons. If quarks were unrelated to
leptons, the precise relation of their
electric charges could only be a re
markable coincidence.
In such a unification only one gauge
theory is required to describe all the
interactions of matter. In a gauge theo
ry each particle in a set can be trans
formed into any other particle. Trans
formations of quarks into other quarks
and of leptons into other leptons, me
diated by gluons and intermediate bos
ons, are familiar. A unified theory
suggests that quarks can change into
leptons and vice versa. As in any gauge
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CONVERGENCE OF FORCES at extremely high energies, which are equivalent to very
small scales of distance, is expected in unified theories. The graph gives an inverse measure
of the forces' intrinsic strength; that of the strong and weak forces diminishes with energy,
whereas that of electromagnetism increases. The simplest unified theory predicts that the
fundamental identity of the three forces is revealed in interactions taking place at an ener
gy of more than

1 0 15 GeV, which corresponds to a distance of less than 10 - 29 centimeter.

theory, such an interaction would be
mediated by a force particle: a postu··
lated X or Y boson. Like other gauge
theories, the unified theory describes
the variation over distance of interac
tion strengths. According to the sim·
plest of the unified theories, the sepa
rate strong and electroweak interac
tions converge and become a single
interaction at a distance of 1 0 - 29 cen··
timeter, corresponding to an energy
of 1 0 24 electron volts.
Such an energy is far higher than
may ever be attained in an accelerator,
but certain consequences of unifica
tion might be apparent even in the low
energy world we inhabit. The supposi
tion that transformations can cross the
boundary between quarks and leptons
implies that matter, much of whose
mass consists of quarks, can decay. If,
for example, the two u quarks in a pro
ton were to approach each other closer
than 1 0 - 29 centimeter, they might
combine to form an X boson, which
would disintegrate into a positron and
a d antiquark. The antiquark would
then combine with the one remaining
quark of the proton, a d quark, to form
a neutral pion, which itself would
quickly decay into �wo photons. In
the course of the process much of
the proton's mass would be convert
ed into energy.
The observation of proton decay
would lend considerable support to a
unified theory. It would also have in
teresting cosmological consequences.
The universe contains far more matter
than it does antimatter. Since matter

and antimatter are equivalent in · al
most every respect, it is appealing to
speculate that the universe was formed
with equal amounts of both. If the
number of baryons-three-quark par
ticles such as the proton and the neu
tron, which constitute the bulk of ordi
nary matter-can change, as the decay
of the proton would imply, then the
current excess of matter need not rep
resent the initial state of the universe.
Originally matter and antimatter may
indeed have been present in equal
quantities, but during the first instants
after the big bang, while the universe
remained in a state of extremely high
energy, processes that alter baryon
number may have upset the balance.
A number of experiments have been
mounted to search for proton decay.
The large unification energy implies
that the mean lifetime of the proton
must be extraordinarily long- 1 0 30
years or more. To have a reasonable
chance of observing a single decay it is
necessary to monitor an extremely
large number of protons; a key fea
ture of proton-decay experiments has
therefore been large scale. The most
ambitious experiment mounted to d ate
is an instrumented tank of purified wa
ter 2 1 meters on a side in the Morton
salt mine near Cleveland. During al
most three years of monitoring none of
the water's more than 1 033 protons has
been observed to decay, suggesting
that the proton's lifetime is even longer
than the simplest unified theory pre
dicts. In some rival theories, however,
the lifetime of the proton is considera93
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bly longer, and there are other theories
in which protons decay in ways that
would be difficult to detect in exist
ing experiments. Furthermore, results
from other experiments hint that pro
tons can indeed decay.

Open Questions
Besides pointing the way to a possi
ble unification the standard model,
consisting of QCD and the electro
weak theory, has suggested numerous
sharp questions for present and future
accelerators. Among the many goals
for current facilities is an effort to
test the predictions of QCD in great
er detail. Over the next decade acceler
ators with the higher energies needed
to produce the massive Wand ZO bos
ons in adequate numbers will also add
detail to electroweak theory. It would
be presumptuous to say these investi
gations will turn up no surprises. The
consistency and experimental succes
ses of the standard model at famil
iar energies strongly suggest, however,
that to resolve fundamental issues we
need to take a large step up in interac
t ion energy from the several hundred
GeV (billion electron volts) attainable
in the most powerful accelerators now
being built.
Although the standard model is re
markably free of inconsistencies, it is
incomplete; one is left hungry for fur
ther explanation. The model does not
account for the pattern of quark and
lepton masses or for the fact that al
though weak transitions usually ob
serve family lines, they occasionally
cross them. The family pattern itself

remains to be explained. Why should
there be three matched sets of quarks
and leptons? Might there be more?
Twenty or more parameters, con
stants not accounted for by theory, are
req uired to specify the standard model
completely. These include the cou
pling strengths of the strong, weak and
electromagnetic interactions, the mas
ses of the quarks and leptons, and pa
rameters specifying the interactions of
the Higgs boson. Furthermore, the ap
parently fundamental constituents and
force part icles number at least 3 4: 1 5
quarks (five flavors, each in three col
ors), six leptons, the photon, eight glu
ons, three intermediate bosons and the
postulated Higgs boson. By the criteri
on of simplicity the standard model
does not seem to represent progress
over the ancient view of matter as
made up of earth, air, fire and wa
ter, interacting through love and str ife.
Encouraged by histor ical precedent,
many physicists account for the diver
sity by proposing that these seemingly
fundamental particles are made up
of still smaller particles in varying
combinations.
There are two other crucial points at
which the standard model seems to fal
ter . Neither the separate theories of the
strong and the electroweak interac
tions nor the conjectured unification of
the two takes any account of gravity.
Whether gravity can be described in a
quantum theory and unified with the
other fundamental forces remains an
open question. Another basic deficien
cy of the standard model concerns the
Higgs boson. The electroweak theory
requires that the Higgs boson exist

but does not specify precisely how the
particle must interact with other parti
cles or even what its mass must be,
except in the broadest terms.

The Superconducting Supercollider
What energy must we reach, and
what new instruments do we need, to
shed light on such fundamental prob
lems? The questions surrounding the
Higgs boson, although they are by no
means the only challenges we face, are
particularly well defined, and their an
swers will bear on the entire strategy of
unification. They set a useful target for
the next generation of machines.
It has been proposed that the Higgs
boson is not an elementary particle at
all but rather a composite object made
up of elementary constituents analo
gous to quarks and leptons but subject
to a new kind of strong interaction, of
ten called technicolor, which would
confine them within about 1 0 - [7 centi
meter . The phenomena that would re
veal such an interaction would become
apparent at energies of about 1 TeV
(trillion electron volts). A second ap
proach to the question of the Higgs
boson's mass and behavior employs a
postulated principle known as super
symmetry, which relates particles that
differ in spin. Supersymmetry entails
the existence of an entirely new set of
elusive, extremely massive particles.
The new particles would correspond
to known quarks, leptons and bosons
but would differ in their spins. Be
cause of their mass, such particles
would reveal themselves fully only
in interactions taking place at very

BEAM
PIPES

PROPOSED ACCELERATOR, the Super
conducting Supercollider, will make it possi
ble to study interactions at energies of more
than 1 TeV. In the design depicted (one of
many) the accelerator ring has a diameter
of 30 kilometers and is buried 100 meters
underground ; smaller rings feed protons into
the large ring. A cross section of the main
tunnel

(above) shows the two pipes, each

about five centimeters in diameter, which
will contain the counterrotating beams of
protons. Superconducting magnets super
cooled with liquid helium to increase their
power and efficiency surround each of the
pipes, focusing and con fining the beams.
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high energy, probably about I TeV .
. Our best hope for producing interac
tions of fundamental particles at ener
gies of 1 TeV is an accelerator known
as the Superconducting Supercollider
(SSC). Formally recommended to the
Department of Energy in 1 9 8 3 by the
High Energy Physics Advisory Panel,
it would incorporate proved technolo
gy on an unprecedented scale. A num
ber of designs have been put forward,
but all envision a proton-proton or
proton-antiproton collider. High-ener
gy beams of protons are produced
more readily with current technology
than beams of electrons and positrons,
although electron-positron coll isions
are generally simpler to analyze; be
cause protons are composite particles,
their collisions yield a larger variety
of interactions than collisions of elec
trons and positrons. Another common
feature of the designs is the use of
superconducting magnets, first em
ployed on a large scale in the Tevatron
Coll ider at the Fermi National Accel
erator Laboratory ( Fermilab) in Bata
via, Ill. The technology increases the
field strength and lowers the power
consumption of the magnets that bend
and confine the beam.
One of the more compact designs
incorporates niobium-titanium alloy
magnets cooled to 4 . 4 degrees Celsius
above absolute zero. If the magnets
generated fields of five tesla ( l 00,000
times the strength of the earth's mag
netic field), two counterrotating beams
of protons accelerated to energies of
20 TeV (needed to produce I -TeV in
teractions of the quarks and gluons
within the protons) could be confined
within a loop about 3 0 kilometers in
diameter. In other designs magnetic
fields are lower and the proposed fa
cility is correspondingly larger.
It is believed such a device could be
operational in 1 9 94, at a cost of $ 3
bill ion. The Department of Energy has
encouraged the establishment of a
Central Design Group to formulate a
specific construction proposal within
three years and is currently funding
the development of magnets for the
SSC at several laboratories.
The SSC represents basic research at
unprecedented cost on an unmatched
scale. Yet the rewards will be propor
tionate. The advances of the past dec
ade have brought us tantalizingly close
to a profound new understanding of
the fundamental constituents of nature
and their interactions. Current theory
suggests that the frontier of our igno
rance falls at energies of about 1 TeY.
Whatever clues about the unification
of the forces of nature and the constit
uents of matter wait beyond that fron
tier, the SSC is likely to reveal them.
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